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This is the third in a series of books designed to lead beginners and more advanced students

through the intricacies of watercolour painting and associated pencil or pen & ink drawing.It is

a compilation of the teaching notes that I produced for my students over a period of fourteen

years.Previous books in the “So You Want to Learn Watercolour Painting” series are:BOOK 1 –

BEGINNINGSBOOK 2 – LINE, TONE & PERSPECTIVEFurther books in the “So You Want to

Learn Watercolour Painting” series will be rolled-out on Ebook Tops Kindle and Paperback over

the coming months.

About the AuthorAfter many years' of recording her life's memories, mixed with family

experiences pre, during and post WW2, Hilary has finally merged these memories into her first

book - The Artist's Daughter - documenting life as it was through the past 80 years for her and

her family. Her father's profession as an artist meant constant moves to new locations for

artistic stimuli and to find new clients. As a result, Hilary has lived in many areas of England

and Wales and, later in life, had the opportunity to travel throughout Europe and even as far

away as New Zealand. She also lived in Germany and Spain. She now resides in Australia and

has recently become an Australian Citizen. Hilary is still teaching Watercolour Art Classes, and

she is still very much in demand for her talent in this area, and has helped many young and

older pupils recognize and develop their love and skills in painting. Hilary is now working on a

small book series aimed to guide potential watercolour painters through the stages from

beginner to expert. The first three books are available on Ebook Tops Kindle and Print Versions

and she will be publishing the next in that series in the near future --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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So You Want to LearnWatercolour Painting Book 3Colour ByHilary Hughes Loftus© 2014All

Rights Reserved I dedicate this book To all my teachers;To my father;To my art school and

college;And to all my pupils who never stop teaching me how to teach

them. CONTENTS Painters DiarycolourTONECHOOSING PAPER.CHOOSING A

SUBJECT. This is the third in a series of books designed to lead beginners and more advanced

students through the intricacies of watercolour painting and associated pencil or pen & ink

drawing.It is a compilation of the teaching notes that I produced for my students over a period

of fourteen years.Further books in the “So You Want to Learn Watercolour Painting” series will

be rolled-out on Ebook Tops Kindle over the coming months. TITLES OF OTHER SO

BOOKS ALREADY PUBLISHED ??Painters DiaryI am a painter. One of those obsessed with

paper and watercolour. I would not dare to call myself an artist. To be an artist you probably

need to first die, and then have your work acknowledged by all the world.Between trying to

earn a living I have tried to paint all my life. I began when I first watched my father producing,

with effortless ease, magical images of the world around him. “I can do that” I thought, and that

started me on a period of frustration and disappointment. My father was a nice man with a

humorous grin on his face and he was not a critic, but why did he not tell me that painting, like

any other worthwhile skill in life, has to be learned. That it needs dedication, determination,

patience and a desire to succeed. On top of that, if you plan to become an artist a little

inspiration and a touch of genius would help.I discovered that my father had spent seven

disciplined years of his youth apprenticed as an artist to Worcester Porcelain, and so later in

life I managed to attend Art College, and later teaching college with art as my main subject. At

least I could do the learning thing!The magic bit of information my father passed on when I was

struggling with my hopeless efforts was to look at things. “What a silly thing to say” I thought.

“Well! What colour can you really see?” He asked. “What colour was that birds wing, and is

the grass always green?” And so he gave me the greatest gift of my life. “The gift of

observation.” I realized that he had after all been a great teacher and later decided that I would

like to be a teacher myself.Now I don’t mind calling myself a teacher. It does not require great

genius to be one. While teaching I have discovered another important truth. Few of us have

the dedication, time or opportunity to achieve great distinction in any skill in life, but it is not

necessary to reach the top. There is great pleasure in taking the first step. Watch any child

writing his name for the first time!And so it is with drawing and painting. Get yourself a piece of

good quality paper and a soft pencil or borrow your child’s crayons and go into the garden and

really look around. Do not try to produce a great masterpiece, but discover how a flower is

really formed and how many shapes a leaf can have and try to show some on paper. You will

be surprised at the great sense of achievement your efforts will produce.After a while you will

find you have forgotten for a brief time the worries of the world and feel refreshed and ready for

the daily battle again. You will have discovered that a little learning can be a “great” thingAnd

you might even become a famous artist!colourWATERCOLOUR PAINTSeveral kinds of paint

are used with water.They may be called body paint, gauche, or acrylic, but they are made

using different methods which make them opaque.But the paint usually termed “watercolour

paint” is different in composition. It is made from various substances which are put together

with a gum binder which holds the mixture together, and then water is added to make a paste

like consistency.STAINING OR NON-STAININGWhen you put the paint onto paper the water

dries out leaving a coating which is not permanently fixed to the paper. It is to greater or lesser

degree water soluble and can be mostly washed away.Some paints stain more than others and



you can test your colour on spare paper to see which will easily wash away. This may be

important if you are putting on layers of paint and wish to scrape some away and show white

underneath. A very non-staining paint used as an under layer can mix with the next layer put

on top of it and make it look muddy.TRANSPARENT OR OPAQUE
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like consistency.STAINING OR NON-STAININGWhen you put the paint onto paper the water

dries out leaving a coating which is not permanently fixed to the paper. It is to greater or lesser

degree water soluble and can be mostly washed away.Some paints stain more than others and

you can test your colour on spare paper to see which will easily wash away. This may be

important if you are putting on layers of paint and wish to scrape some away and show white

underneath. A very non-staining paint used as an under layer can mix with the next layer put

on top of it and make it look muddy.TRANSPARENT OR OPAQUEWatercolour paint is

transparent and so if you place one layer on your paper and let it dry Then paint another layer

on top, the underneath layer will show through, to a greater or lesser degree. Depending on

how transparent is the colour you have used.Add another layer and some of the first two

colours also show through Some colours are more opaque than others and it is a good idea to

test your colours so that you know which cover up most or least. The more water you add to

the colours the more transparent they become.Some colours are very transparent; others

contain fine sediment and deposit this onto the paper. This can be very effective in producing

certain effects in your painting.Try dabbing patches of colour onto paper and see which ones

dry with a slightly gritty surface. You can make a note of the names and keep it for

reference.TRANSCLUSCENTIf you use paint straight from the tube or pan it will have a dark

opaque look.WATERCOLOUR PAINT NEEDS WATER ADDED TO IT TO GIVE IT THAT

TRANSCUSCENT LOOK.Every colour needs to have a different amount of water added to it to

obtain its full perfect glowing colour effect.
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The book by Hilary Hughes Loftus has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided

feedback.
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